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In 2008, China's State Administration of Taxation established Large Enterprises 
Taxation Management Department. In 2009 , China identified 45 sentinel affiliated 
enterprises, began to formulate and release of "Large Enterprises Taxation risk 
management guidelines （Trial） "," services and Taxation Management of Large 
Enterprises procedures （Trial） ". Although the taxation management of Large 
Enterprises in China is in its infancy, but the professional management initiatives 
conducive to strengthening macro-control and to protect the sources of revenue, and 
will help protect our country's economic security and defend the interests of the state's 
tax, and finally help for improving the efficiency of tax collection.  
Through research of Division and specialization of management theory, New 
public management theory, Business process reengineering and Risk management 
theory, the Paper explore the meaning of a Large Enterprise taxation management 
model. and based on the analysis of its status, problems and impact by drawing on the 
experience of developed and developing countries, it is proposed to improve the way 
of Large Enterprises Taxation Management proposal in China. The thesis is divided 
into five chapters: the first chapter is the introduction. the second chapter is to discuss 
the theoretical basis and other basic issues of tax administration of Large Enterprises, 
which introduces the main objective of the taxation management mode of Large 
Enterprises, such as to sort out the main goal，the primary means of the central link, 
human recourses and technical support. The third chapter is devoted to China's Large 
Enterprises existing tax administration issues and their implications. Based on the 
research it pointed out the following problems of the tax administration of Large 
Enterprises in China: Large Enterprises taxation management system conflicts cause  
duties unknown ; the low degree of specialization of the tax administration of Large 
Enterprises resulted in loss of tax revenue and tax compliance; the lack of human 
resources does not match the quality of Large Enterprises taxation management;  the 
information technology tools for Large Enterprises taxation management does not 
match the result of asymmetric information. Chapter Four learns from advanced 
experience of OECD countries and developing countries in Large Enterprise taxation 
management. Chapter Five is about the suggestions of the tax administration reform in 
China's Large Enterprises. Our country urgently needs to improve through targeted 
exploration, take the management theory as the guide, draw on the experience of 
international development, clear the responsibilities and mechanisms of LTU at all 
levels , produce the personalized service innovation as a focal point to enhance the 
Large Enterprises to voluntarily comply with the basic taxation objectives, use the 
specialized means of an integrated and coordinated administration of tax sources to 
enhance the risk of Large Enterprises control-oriented, allocate sophisticated 
professionals and information management duty for the protection of the progressive 
realization of Large Enterprise taxation management, scientific and meticulous, and 
professional.  
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报告《Study into the Role of Tax Intermediaries》中强调了加强税收中介机构、大
企业纳税人、税务机关三者之间的业务联系，并同时强调风险管理在税收中介机
构的税收筹划业务中同样具有重要性。2009 年，OECD 在 8 国大企业税收管理
实践经验借鉴《COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT OF LARGE BUSINESS TASK GROUP 
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